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It was one of Nissan's first crossover SUV and was released about the same time as several
other companies' competing car-based crossovers. At its introduction, the X-Trail is positioned
below the truck-based Xterra and Pathfinder. The second-generation X-Trail shares its platform
with the Rogue. The third-generation model is completely merged with the Rogue, making them
virtually identical. The Rogue nameplate is mainly used in North America. For the first time, the
vehicle is offered with three-row seating as an option. It also marked a departure in terms of
design from a rugged boxy look to an urban-oriented crossover SUV design. Parts and engines
that are produced in Japan are also assembled by other Nissan plants in numerous countries. It
entered production in October, and sales in Japan commenced in November In June Nissan
gave the car an interior and exterior facelift, while also upgrading the 2. The external differences
were slight, although the grille and the bumpers were redesigned and the Nissan logo was
updated to the latest design. The X-Trail was sold in Canada for the model years of and but
Nissan Canada continued to market it until , and in Mexico since It has been sold in the
Philippines since the middle of There was also a Fat Face special edition in , only for the United
Kingdom, which was based on the Sports. They made 1, of them to celebrate the year Fat Face
was set up. At this point, all models in the United Kingdom were equipped with full electric
windows, electricity adjustable door mirrors on SVE and T-Spec they were electrically folding
also , climate control, single CD player, four airbags and remote central locking. While in
Australia all models were equipped with full electric windows, electric mirrors electric folding on
Ti-L , single CD player, two airbags and remote central locking. ST-S adds ST on sunroof and
16" alloy wheels. In , Taiwanese Nissan distributor Yulon launched the Nissan X-Trail with a
major design difference in the front end compared to the international version to fit the taste of
the Taiwanese market. The model was sold until , when it received a minor facelift with new
front bumper, grilles, headlamps, and LED tail lamps. Due to the late facelift, Yulon-Nissan
skipped the second generation X-Trail and continued the production of the facelifted Taiwanese
Nissan X-Trail until and was replaced by the American imported first generation Nissan Rogue.
The X-Trail nameplate did not return until when the third generation Nissan X-Trail returned and
continued to be domestically produced in Taiwan. To further expose the commercial's lack of
linguistic authenticity, CBC News reported the sales rep was played by an actor from Cape
Breton. John's, Newfoundland and Labrador , in a radio advert that takes shots at Ontario
marketing companies and Premier Dalton McGuinty 's "nondescript" personality. The Nissan
X-Trail had its public debut at the Geneva Motor Show in March , and went on sale in Japan in
August , Europe in the third quarter of that year, and Australia and Mexico towards the end of
the year. Slightly larger than the previous model, it is based on the Nissan C platform. The
second generation was not sold in the United States and Canada, where it was instead replaced
by the Rogue. This was the first diesel X-Trail offered in the Japanese domestic market. The
previous 2. A facelift second generation was released in Japan in July The second generation
was replaced in October , when the third generation X-Trail was unveiled in Japan. Only petrol
engine variants were initially offered for Japan, with the diesel-engined second generation
continuing to be available for the domestic market. The second generation was released in
Malaysia in , where it was fully imported from Indonesia. The 2. Trim levels are Standard,
Excellence and Premium. Although the new Nissan X-Trail has a larger surface area than the
outgoing car, Nissan says weight has been reduced wherever possible. It features a tailgate
dominated by plastic which saves 7 kg. Aerodynamics have also benefited from carefully
shaped door mirrors as well as a spoiler that covers the exhaust box and rear panel. Japanese
sales commenced on December 11, Early models include MR20DD engine, and an option of two
or three rows of seats. Chinese models went on sale in the end of March It is only available with
three rows of seats. It is manufactured in Purwakarta, Indonesia for domestic demand. It was
also launched in Thailand in November and it is manufactured in Samut Prakan, Thailand for
Thai domestic demand. In the Philippines, the third generation X-Trail was launched on 19
September during the 5th Philippine International Motor Show and is offered in two variants; 2.
Engine choices remained the same as the pre-facelift model. It is only available in VL trim and
powered by a 2. In April , Nissan announced that an X-Trail hybrid with claimed fuel economy of
4. For the Malaysian market, the third generation X-Trail was launched in January with two
variants: 2. In March , bookings were opened for the facelifted X-Trail with a media preview
happening in March as well. The facelifted X-Trail has been available in Malaysia since April All
variants are only available with CVT. Australian models went on sale in March with both petrol
and diesel variants: ST 2. European models went on sale in July , with the only engine available
being a Renault sourced 1. The new X-Trail went on sale in October , and also has exterior and
interior colours. A hybrid version of the vehicle premiered in January Limited Availability for the
model year. The hybrid features regenerative braking, pure drive hybrid emblems, energy
monitor, hybrid battery status, under floor storage area replacing Divide-N-Hide Cargo System,

a 2. The Lithium-Ion battery is located below the thick flooring of the under floor cargo storage
area. Nissan's Sunderland plant in the United Kingdom has been in operation since , and has
around 7, employees. Sunderland will continue to manufacture several Nissan models and the
company reaffirmed its commitment to manufacture the new Qashqai for at the plant in the
United Kingdom. Both Nissan and British officials confirmed that no jobs would be lost due to
the modified arrangement, which will see production of the X-Trail moved to Kyushu. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Petrol : 2. Petrol : 1. See also: Nissan Rogue T
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Close. As the name implies, or at least infers, Niner was a bike brand founded on the concept of
the inch wheel. Since their introduction in , Niner has set about to perfect the design of their
bikes dedicated to the big-wheel design, which has helped them stay at the front of the
popularity curve as far as 29ers go. From hardtail and full-suspension trail and gravel bikes and
now e-bikes, the Colorado-based brand has always prided themselves on catering to every
category of off-road rider. When the demand for e-bikes came along, the same mentality of
access for all remained. The aluminum frame has internally routed cables and connects the
motor mount with the upper and lower shock mount for maximum rigidity. The grey and black
color scheme with multicolored lettering is pretty unique as well. One plus to this frame is a
water-bottle mount, which seems to be hit or miss with many of the e-MTBs we have
encountered. The larger Wh battery is integrated in the frame with a charge port near the bottom
of the frame. Niner rates the parts spec as one of their three-star builds, which means most of
the components are in the mid- to-upper-level category. When letting off the pedals to get over a
technical rocky uphill, you can start pedaling again, and the power is there instantly. This allows
for a more efficient use of the Wh battery. The RIP e9 will suit a wide range of riding styles, as
well as terrain types. With about feet of elevation and some severely steep sections to traverse,
we were excited to see we only used one bar of five to get to the top. Our first ride down some
gnarly, rocky singletrack was when are eyes really got opened, though. So, having a slightly
smaller frame seemed to have its advantages without feeling cramped on the bike. Only helping
matters has been the timing of Bosch releasing their new motor and bigger battery. Adding to
all that, Niner has made an e-bike that really fits a sweet spot in the market. The ergonomics feel
really nice, and the added wheel size of the 29ers makes for a really smooth ride all around. The
price is right in the ballpark of what you would expect for a bike with this ride quality and
component build. They really put time into the design, making sure the weight was distributed
evenly. When we first got the RIP e9 out of the box, our first thought was that the downtube
looked extra square and big. Although, we quickly realized the new Wh battery takes up a bit
more room, and Niner obviously did their homework making an extremely balanced machine.
One trouble spot is the placement of the charge port, which is placed right on the inside of the
cranks, which could cause damage if the cranks are rotated when charging. The frame comes
with a lifetime warranty. Max Fredriksson Joins the Cannondale Family. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. THE BIKE The aluminum frame has
internally routed cables and connects the motor mount with the upper and lower shock mount
for maximum rigidity. Call us at McCoy posts 0 comments. You might also like. Prev Next.
Which brake company do you trust the most? Out testing the khsbicycles An enduro ready.
Have you had the chance to ride the latest version. Where are you riding this weekend? We wish
we we. Our latest dream build is live on YouTube! Click t. Have your thoughts on ebikes
changed over the past. Load More Follow on Instagram. Close this module. This website uses
cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you
wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Sign in. Welcome, Login to your account. Login with Facebook Login with
Google Or. Forget password? Remember me. Sign in Recover your password. A password will
be e-mailed to you. Way back in , pioneering e-bike brand Haibike produced one of the first
full-suspension, Bosch-equipped mountain bikes on the market. It was so popular that it was
hard to find one at a dealer and virtually impossible to get one to test. The release of the All
Mountain 7 is another defining moment. First, it has a Yamaha motor, which is still a bit of a
rarity among the bigger bike brands. Second, it has a full-carbon frame and a price that will
make other bike companies sweat. The carbon AllMtn off-road electric bike has mm of front and
rear travel and is distinguished by its use of a inch front wheel and smaller The designers were

insistent that they did not compromise on anything. Their time was spent refining and working
on the frame, including upgrading the carbon layups to meet higher specifications, as the rear
frame parts were not exactly what they wanted back in October on the prototypes. The frame
build is high quality, everything is integrated smartly, including the air cooling for the power
system and a nice battery cover. The Fox 38 suspension is class-leading and absolutely
appreciated. The Syntace wheelset is smart-looking and well-built. The weight is competitive
and comparable to other carbon-framed bikes. The bike we tested was assembled in Europe.
Over the years Haibike has pushed their geometry forward significantly. Increasing the seat
tube angle to They also lengthened the reach to mm large , which means stability and space on
fast descents. The bike feels very modern, and gone are the conservative geometry numbers of
the past. This is a modern bike that will make the competition look old fashioned. The frame
retains the design language of Haibike, including the angled frame and rear triangle layout,
which also includes space and mounting points for their special light system. The head angle is
open at 65 degrees. This bike means business on the trails. Sitting on the bike, it feels big and
stable, and the geometry gives plenty of options for riding styles and various rider adjustments.
The four-bar-link rear suspension is well-tuned and very active. It seems fairly normal, then you
look at the price available from a normal shop. This almost seems impossible at this spec level.
With up to percent of support from the top of five different power modes, the PW-X2 is a serious
motor. Haibike says, based on their previous experience of Yamaha motors, this is the most
reliable system on the market. It uses a Wh Yamaha-integrated battery, and during our testing
the performance has been flawless. The display is an easy-to-read and -operate, bar-mounted
display with basic information, including battery level, speed and support level. Ergonomics are
still a weakness for off-the-shelf power controllers on all motor-brand systems. Only custom
units on custom motors have met our high expectations for truly well-designed power switches.
Using the power modes was a bit of an experiment at first, as we looked for the right setting
according to how steep our climb was. In the end, we found the standard mid-power setting to
cover most of our needs. If there were steep sections, we used the top power mode a few times,
but overall we were impressed with the power options. Power consumption was in line with
other motors we have used from the latest generation of systems. We felt that the motor, even
on steep climbs, was efficient, and we did not experience any range anxiety with the Wh battery.
We liked the step power counter. On a normal two-hour ride, we expect to return to base with
about 10â€”20 percent left in the battery. This proved to be correct, even after a day of climbing.
Honestly, we were very impressed with the Yamaha system. It is also apparently ultra reliable,
with a very low-fault report level. For the ultra-tech geeks out there, there is neither any
Bluetooth connectivity nor an app. This was a point that we were split on. For some, simplicity
is the best solution for mountain bike adventures, but obviously there are those who totally
disagree and prefer the convenience of being connected. The AllMtn 7 has a wide usage range.
It can be used as a relaxed trail cruiser or an aggressive all-mountain machine. It has a clean,
simple integrated look with a very reliable motor. If you want good-value carbon-frame
technology, then this is an important bike to consider. The new geometry gives the rider one of
the most comfortable riding positions we have tried to date. The Yamaha motor has a lot of
power, with immediate support from zero cadence in high-power modes. The bike is agile in
uphill corners, with low cadences still having continued power. The motor noise is a little
quieter than a Bosch system. On flat trails, passing the speed limit is easy with little resistance.
The motor adapts well to gradient changes, and the bike feels fun. We could float the bike
around the trail very easily just playing whenever we wanted. The bike really stays planted and
in contact with the trail, giving lots of grip at all times. When it came to rough, rocky descents,
the bike felt stable, and the suspension supports the rider with lots of mid-travel support. The
big Fox 38 fork is very smooth, and the extra stiffness is appreciated when impacting rock-laden
holes. The Shimano XT brakes worked well, and always with enough power when you need it.
The Maxxis tire choice was optimal, and had lots of grip and control in rocky sections. We could
not fault the component offering. The Haibike AllMtn is a good example of the trickle-down of
high-end features down to somewhat lower price levels. The bike rides really well and
establishes a wider market appeal for Haibike, moving away from their traditional client base
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password. A password will be e-mailed to you. TexTrail has the broadest distribution network in
trailer parts, meaning you have the quickest access to more parts. TexTrail is your best trailer
parts solution for many reasons, including the incredible buying power of our customer network
and the deep experience of our workforce. Take a deeper look. TexTrail serves trailer
manufacturers, trailer dealers and trailer repair facilities, with the ability to manage large and
urgent orders across the country. If you want to be the best, you go with the leader. TexTrail is
the number one trailer parts distributor in the world, with all of the resources and capabilities
that suggests. TexTrail has the longest-tenured trailer parts workforce in North America,
ensuring that your orders are accurate and timely, and that you receive the best customer care.
TexTrail carries more brands and more products than any other trailer parts distributor,
ensuring you get the parts you need when you need them. Let one of our CSRs help you get
your order right. TexTrail carries all of the best brands. This is only a fraction of the brands we
work with. Heavy-duty aluminum oil caps by Valcrum. Learn More. Engineered for the long haul.
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Withlacoochee State Trail Reviews. Hiking Trails. Sorry, there are no tours or activities available
to book online for the date s you selected. Please choose a different date. Is this a must-do if
you are traveling with a big group greater than 5? Yes No Unsure. Is this attraction a good
picnic spot? Is it free to enter this place? Are the prices for this place or activity
budget-friendly? Is this a place or activity you would suggest for families with kids? Would you
send a friend who is visiting for the first time to this place or activity? Is this a romantic place or
activity that you would suggest for couples? Is this attraction a hidden gem or off-the-beaten
path? Thanks for helping! Share another experience before you go. What travelers are saying 5.
The mile Withlacoochee State Trail is a great place to ride. The surface is asphalt paved and the
trail winds through or near several small towns as well as through the City of Inverness. Much
of We drove down from SC for a few consecutive years to ride this trail After years we decided
to move there. The trail is 46 miles lo We loved the lake views and the shady parts of the trail! It
was a quite warm day though and Full view. Inverness, FL. Best nearby. Dillon's Cinnamon
Sticks Restaurant and Bakery. Old Courthouse Heritage Museum. Write a review. Traveler
rating. Selected filters. All reviews floral city state trail central motel bike ride great place to ride
bike shop downtown inverness miles paved towns shade bikes restrooms lake forest scenery
brooksville deer snakes. GreekAmericanMom wrote a review Sep Novato, California
contributions helpful votes. Rent a bike at Dave's World Cycle in Inverness to ride this trail. This
is a great trail, and one I have done several times before. Unfortunately, there is no proper
listing yet here on Tripadvisor for the excellent bike shop I really intended to review. This review
is VERY overdue but better late than never I rent a bike nearly every time I go on a trip All of
which adds up to Today was about the 5th time visiting, and all the experiences have been
consistently excellent. Hats off to Ashley and the David's World team for operating a great bike
shop. My only request: please start renting mountain bikes as well so I can try the Croom trail
system on my next visit! Read more. Date of experience: September MaryBethRaven wrote a
review Mar New Hampshire, United States 33 contributions 9 helpful votes. Beautiful and
excellent bike path. My husband and I rod this bike path on a sunny February day. It was all flat
well, compared to New Hampshire where I come from. It was a very pleasant ride, and all free!
Date of experience: February Helpful Share. Ann A wrote a review Mar Inverness, Florida 11

contributions 5 helpful votes. Much of the trail is through forest with a lovely, shady canopy.
Date of experience: March Susan wrote a review Feb Rochester, Minnesota 37 contributions 5
helpful votes. Fun day biking and geocaching. We enjoyed our bike rentals from David's and the
nice clean, flat, scenic trail that had many geocaches on it! We are so happy that you enjoyed
your visit to the Withlacoochee State Trail. We hope you will visit again. Claude M wrote a
review Jan Raleigh, North Carolina contributions helpful votes. Pleasant but monotonous. We
rode an 18 mile section of this trail to Ferris Groves in Floral City, where we got to enjoy
milkshakes, and made a stop by the overlook on the Withlacoochee river. The trail is in great
shape, so the riding is enjoyable and the road crossings are preceded by generous curves to
warn you of the changes. However the scenery on the trail is fairly monotonous, so it might be
good to make sections of this trail part of a loop, unless you are riding with kids and their safety
and attention span are a factor. Date of experience: January Previous Next 1 2 3 4 5 6 â€¦ Check
out some of the most anticipated TV series revivals, live-action movie adaptations, and remakes
currently in the works. Browse our picks. See the full gallery. Search for " Sunset Trail " on
Amazon. Keller buys Marsh's cattle and then murders him to retrieve the money. But Ann Marsh
remembered some of the serial numbers and this is the clue that Hoppy needs. He arrives
posing as a dude. He also poses as a novice poker player and this brings in a few of the stolen
bills. When he realizes Keller is the one he is after, he wins back all the money at the poker
table. He escapes from Keller's saloon but Keller and his men head out after him. Mulford,
creator of the Cassidy saga. The Eastern author frequently voiced his disgust over the
realization of his cowboy hero in the movies. Things were a might more personal in 's
Hollywood than they are today, and someone took a notion to teach Mulford a thing or two
about the movies. The result is the wonderful Hopalong parody, Sunset Trail. Mulford is merrily
satirized in the character of E. Prescott Furbush, an author of western novels. Furbush, who
never having been west of Flatbush, nevertheless has gained fame recording the deeds of the
western desperado, Deadeye Dan. But his antics pale beside those of another dude, William H.
Cassidy, or Harold, as he's known among the other guests at the ranch. Hoppy has been sent to
deal with land grabbers and assumes the identity of the inept Easterner, Harold, as cover.
Forget the plot; it's predictable. What is not routine is Bill Boyd's performance. There is a
swagger in his walk and a gleam in his eye reminiscent of the sharp-dressed, high-living Boyd
of the 's. He deftly handles the comedy and energetically pokes fun at the Cassidy image. One
of the most outstanding moments comes when Harold offers to compare surgical scars with a
female guest who has been regaling Furbush with tales of her poor health. This episode may
not appeal to everyone's sense of humor, but for me it is a final glimpse of Bill Boyd, being as
wickedly funny as he is handsome before he permanently transformed himself into the stalwart
cowboy hero. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of
everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites.
Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External
Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers
and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. Disguising himself as a milquetoast
Easterner who writes Western novels, Hoppy enrolls in a dude ranch in order to unmask the
murderer of the owner's husband. Director: Lesley Selander. Writers: Norman Houston
screenplay , Clarence E. Mulford based on characters created by. Added to Watchlist. Hopalong
Cassidy. Movies to Watch before I Die. Related Items. Share this Rating Title: Sunset Trail 7. Use
the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Edit Cast
Complete credited cast: William Boyd Hopalong Cassidy George 'Gabby' Hayes Lucky Jenkins
Charlotte Wynters Ann
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Marsh Jan Clayton Monte Keller Kenneth Harlan John Marsh Anthony Nace Steve Dorman
Kathryn Sheldon Miss Snodgrass Maurice Cass Prescott Furbush Alphonse Ethier
Superintendent Glenn Strange Bouncer Claudia Smith Edit Storyline Keller buys Marsh's cattle
and then murders him to retrieve the money. Genres: Western. Edit Did You Know? Quotes
Hopalong Cassidy : But, it's a funny thing. All big killers have ways of getting out of jail doors.
Superintendent : They don't have any luck getting out of the cemetary gate once they're planted.
Hopalong Cassidy : I guess that's the best place to put 'em. User Reviews Mulford gets his
lumps in this classic parody of Hopalong Cassidy. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No
Report this. Add the first question. Language: English. Runtime: 69 min 54 min edited TV. Color:
Black and White. Edit page. Clear your history. Windy Haliday as George Hayes. Lucky Jenkins.
Dorrie Marsh as Jane Clayton. Monte Keller. Steve Dorman. Miss Snodgrass. Prescott Furbush.

